Endura-Veyor’s 4-6 person sorting systems are excellent for plastics, papers, and comingled recyclables. Each system includes a feed conveyor with hopper, a sorting platform, a picking conveyor with chutes that have enough clearance under them to fit carts, gaylord’s or dumpsters and electrical controls. We have systems designed to fit into areas with overhead clearance heights starting as low as 10’.
4-6 Man Sort Systems

Efficient loading with the right size infeed hopper.

Cleaner & safer work area with transition guides, keeping the materials on the conveyor, not the floor.

Ergonomically designed sorting stations improve sorter comfort & productivity.

Automate ferrous metal picking with an optional overhead magnetic separator. Can be added to your system right away or later on as your business grows!

Products available from Endura-Veyor, Inc.
Hinged Steel Belt Conveyors - Slider Bed Conveyors - Container Dumpers - Cross Belt Separators
Bunkers - Shredder/Grinder Systems - Baler Systems - Electrical Controls - Pit Frame and Flashing

For additional information, visit our web site: www.endura-veyor.com